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Features & Benefits
Standard Features

Cyclonic
Over-spray
Collector

Easy Hood
Adjustment

Uses VertiSPRAY’s easy adjust gun mounts

Gun Slide
Adjustment

Digital readout for accurate gun adjustment
Easily adjustable vent hood
Reduced IC Nozzle cleaning
Cyclonic over-spray collection system
Adapter plates for standard IC spray machines
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V2 Benefits
Quicker spray setups
More up-time due to cleaner nozzles
System creates an overall cleaner machine
Precision Gun
Mounts

Reduced machine maintenance requirements
Emission & IC solids collected at machine level
Simple Swing
Mount
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Quantifiable gun orientation, ideal BPA free coating

IC Solids
Collector
Patent Pending
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V2 Overview
The V2, precision IC spray retro-fit kit is another innovative product
from VERTICON, LLC. This highly engineered IC spray retrofit kit
provides some of the revolutionary design features of the VertiSPRAY
that can be adapted to your existing spray machines.
Similar to the VertiSPRAY, the V2 system includes a precise gun
mount with a quick adjust feature and precision over-spray capture
technology. This patent pending technology results in a projected
reduction carbon footprint, minimizing fumes and solids to be inhaled
by the user.
V2’s digital readout gun adjustment system has the gun/nozzle
precision ideal for exact spraying of BPA free coatings. The
accuracy of V2’s gun repositioning is .005” (.130mm).
This design improves the standard IC spray machine by creating a
cleaner machine environment which translates to less downtime. If
maintenance is required the V2 has features like a simple swing arm
that rotates the entire gun mounting system away from the machine.
Simply put, the V2 system can turn any common IC spray machine
into an efficient clean operating machine.
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